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ABSTRACT
Min-Hash, which is widely used for efficiently estimating
similarities of bag-of-words represented data, plays an in-
creasingly important role in the era of big data. It has been
extended to deal with real-value weighted sets – Improved
Consistent Weighted Sampling (ICWS) is considered as the
state-of-the-art for this problem. In this paper, we propose
a Practical CWS (PCWS) algorithm. We first transform the
original form of ICWS into an equivalent expression, based
on which we find some interesting properties that inspire
us to make the ICWS algorithm simpler and more efficient
in both space and time complexities. PCWS is not only
mathematically equivalent to ICWS and preserves the same
theoretical properties, but also saves 20% memory footprint
and substantial computational cost compared to ICWS. The
experimental results on a number of real-world text data
sets demonstrate that PCWS obtains the same (even bet-
ter) classification and retrieval performance as ICWS with
1/5 ∼ 1/3 reduced empirical runtime.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, data are growing explosively on the Web. In

2008, Google processed 20PB data every day [23]; in 2012,
Google received more than 2 million search queries per minute;
while in 2014 this number had been more than doubled [9,
27]. Social networking services also have to face the data
explosion challenge. More than 500TB of data need to be
processed in Facebook every day [28] and 7 million check-in
records are produced in Foursquare every day [30] – Big data
have been driving data mining research in both academia
and industry [7, 22]. A fundamental research that underpins
many high-level applications is to efficiently compute simi-
larities (or distances) of data. Based on the data similarity,
one can further conduct information retrieval, classification,
and many other data mining tasks. However, the standard
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similarity computation has been incompetent for big data
due to the “3V” nature (volume, velocity and variety). For
example, in text mining, it is intractable to enumerate the
complete feature set (e.g., over 108 elements in the case of
5-grams in the original data [22]). Therefore, it is urgent
to develop efficient yet accurate similarity estimation algo-
rithms.

A typical solution to the aforementioned problem is to ap-
proximate data similarities using a family of Locality Sen-
sitive Hashing (LSH) techniques [12]. By adopting a collec-
tion of hash functions to map similar objects to the same
hash code with higher probability than dissimilar ones, LSH
is able to approximate certain similarity (or distance) mea-
sures. One can thus efficiently and, in many cases, unbi-
asedly calculate the similarity (or distances) between ob-
jects. Many LSH schemes have been successively proposed,
e.g., Min-Hash for estimating the Jaccard similarity [1], Sim-
Hash for estimating angle-based distance [3, 20], and LSH
with p-stable distribution for estimating lp distance [6]. In
particular, Min-Hash has been widely used for approximat-
ing the similarity of documents which are usually repre-
sented as sets or bags-of-words. Recently, some variations
of Min-Hash have further improved its efficiency. For ex-
ample, b-bit Min-Hash [16] and odd sketches [21] remark-
ably improve the storage efficiency by storing only b bits of
each hash value; while one-permutation Min-Hash [17, 25]
employs only one permutation to reduce the computational
workload.

Although the set similarity can be efficiently estimated
based on the standard Min-Hash scheme and its variations,
the target data are restricted to binary sets. However, in
most real-world scenarios, weighted sets are more common.
For example, a tf-idf value is assigned to each word to rep-
resent its importance in a collection of documents. As Min-
Hash treats all the elements in a set equally for comput-
ing the Jaccard similarity, it cannot handle weighted sets
properly. To address the limitation, weighted Min-Hash
algorithms have been explored to approximate the gener-
alized Jaccard similarity [11], which is used for measuring
the similarity of weighted sets. Roughly speaking, existing
works on weighted Min-Hash algorithms can be classified
into quantization-based and sampling-based approaches.

Quantization-based methods quantize each weighted ele-
ment into a number of distinct and equal-sized subelements.
The resulting subelements are treated equally just like inde-
pendent elements in the universal set. One can simply apply
the standard Min-Hash scheme to the collection of subele-
ments. Although in [8] an improved integer-value weighted
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Min-Hash algorithm is proposed to avoid computing the
hash value for each individual subelement, the algorithm is
still inefficient for dealing with real-value weighted sets be-
cause each weight must be transformed into integer weight
by multiplying a large constant, which dramatically expands
the universal set with numerous quantized subelements.

To avoid computing hash values for all the subelements,
researchers have resorted to sampling-based methods. In [24],
a uniform sampling algorithm is proposed, which strictly
complies with the definition of the generalized Jaccard sim-
ilarity. However, this algorithm requires knowing the up-
per bound of each element in the universal set in advance,
which makes it impractical in real-world applications. In [5],
a sampling method is derived through the distribution of the
minimum of a set of random variables for integer weighted
sets, which results in a biased estimator. Later, Consis-
tent Weighted Sampling (CWS) [19, 10] and Improved CWS
(ICWS) [13] are proposed to remarkably improve the effi-
ciency of weighted Min-Hash by introducing the notion of
“active index” [8] into real-value weighted elements (the “ac-
tive indices” on a weighted element are independently sam-
pled as a sequence of subelements whose hash values mono-
tonically decrease [29]). Thus far, ICWS [13], as an efficient
and unbiased estimator of the generalized Jaccard similarity,
is recognized as the state-of-the-art. Recently, [15] approx-
imates ICWS by simply discarding one component of the
Min-Hash values.

The mystery of ICWS [13] is that it implicitly constructs
an exponential distribution for each real-value weighted el-
ement using only two “active indices”. The minimum of the
collection of exponential variables of all the elements yields
one of the two components of the real-value weighted Min-
Hash code (the other component can be easily obtained),
meanwhile complying with the uniformity of the Min-Hash
scheme – This enables ICWS to produce Min-Hash code for
a real-value weight with computational complexity that is
independent of the number of quantized subelements.

In this paper, we aim to further improve the efficiency of
ICWS. By transforming the original form of ICWS into a
different but mathematically equivalent expression, we find
some interesting properties that inspire us to further make
ICWS more practical. Thus, we propose the Practical CWS
(PCWS) algorithm, which is simpler and more efficient in
both space and time complexities compared to ICWS. Fur-
thermore, we theoretically prove the uniformity and consis-
tency of the PCWS algorithm for real-value weighted Min-
Hash. We conduct extensive empirical tests on a number of
real-world text data sets to compare the proposed PCWS
algorithm and the state-of-the-arts for classification and re-
trieval. In summary, our contributions are three-fold:

1. We transform the original form of ICWS [13] into a
simpler and easy-to-understand expression, uncovering
the working mechanism of ICWS.

2. We propose the PCWS algorithm, which is mathemat-
ically equivalent to ICWS and preserves the same the-
oretical properties as ICWS.

3. PCWS has the same (even better) classification and
retrieval performance as ICWS while saving 20% mem-
ory footprint and 1/5 ∼ 1/3 empirical runtime, which
makes it more practical.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces the definitions of (generalized) Jaccard
similarity, weighted Min-Hash, and ICWS [13]. Then, in
Section 3 we revisit ICWS and present its equivalent ver-
sion, based on which we propose our PCWS algorithm and
give its theoretical analysis. The experimental results are
presented in Section 4 and the paper is concluded in Sec-
tion 5.

2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first give some notations which will

be used throughout the paper. Next we will introduce the
Min-Hash scheme and present the state-of-the-art method,
ICWS [13], for weighted Min-Hash.

Given a universal set U = (U1, U2, · · · , Un) and its subset
S ⊆ U , if for any element Sk ∈ S, Sk = 1 or Sk = 0, then we
call S a binary set; if for any element Sk ∈ S, Sk ≥ 0, then
we call S a weighted set. A typical example of universal set
is the dictionary of a collection of documents, where each
element corresponds to a word.

For hashing a binary set S, a Min-Hash scheme assigns
a hash value to each element Sk, h : k 7→ vk. By contrast,
for hashing a weighted set, there is a different form of hash
function: h : (k, yk) 7→ vk,y, where yk ∈ [0, Sk]. A ran-
dom permutation (or sampling) process returns the first (or
uniformly selected) k from a binary set or (k, yk) from a
weighted set. If the set is sampled D times, we will obtain
a fingerprint with D hash values.

2.1 The Min-Hash Scheme

Definition 1 (Min-Hash [1]). Given a universal set
U and a subset S ⊆ U , Min-Hash is generated as follows:
Assuming a set of D hash functions (or D random per-
mutations), {πd}Dd=1, are applied to U , the elements in S
which have the minimum hash value in each hash function
(or which are placed in the first position of each permuta-
tion), {min(πd(S))}Dd=1, would be the Min-Hashes of S.

Min-Hash [1] is an approximate algorithm for computing
the Jaccard similarity of two sets. It is proved that the
probability of two sets, S and T , to generate the same Min-
Hash value (hash collision) is exactly equal to the Jaccard
similarity of the two sets:

Pr
(

min(πd(S)) = min(πd(T ))
)

= J(S, T ) =
|S ∩ T |
|S ∪ T | .

The Jaccard similarity is simple and effective in many appli-
cations, especially for document analysis based on the bag-
of-words representations [26].

From the above Min-Hash scheme we can see that all the
elements in U are considered equally because all the ele-
ments can be mapped to the minimum hash value with equal
probability. To sample a weighted set based on the standard
Min-Hash scheme, the weights, which indicates different im-
portance of each element, will be simply replaced with 1 or
0, which in turn leads to serious information loss.

In most real-world scenarios, weighted sets are more com-
monly seen than binary sets. For example, a document is
usually represented as a tf-idf set. In order to reasonably
compute the similarity of two weighted sets, the generalized
Jaccard similarity was introduced in [11]. Considering two
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weighted sets, S and T , the generalized Jaccard similarity
is defined as

generalizedJ(S, T ) =

∑
k min(Sk, Tk)∑
k max(Sk, Tk)

.

2.2 Improved CWS
Based on the generalized Jaccard similarity, some weighted

Min-Hash algorithms have been proposed [8, 19, 13, 24]. To
the best of our knowledge, Improved Consistent Weighted
Sampling (ICWS) [13] is remarkable in both theory and
practice, and considered as the state-of-the-art method for
weighted Min-Hash [15].

Definition 2 (Consistent Weighted Sampling [19]).
Given a weighted set S = {S1, . . . , Sn}, where Sk ≥ 0 for
k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Consistent Weighted Sampling (CWS) pro-
duces a sample (k, yk) : 0 ≤ yk ≤ Sk, which is uniform and
consistent.

• Uniformity: The subelement (k, yk) should be uni-
formly sampled from

⋃
k({k}× [0, Sk]), i.e., the proba-

bility of selecting the k-th element is proportion to Sk,
and yk is uniformly distributed on [0, Sk].

• Consistency: Given two non-empty weighted sets, S
and T , if ∀k, Tk ≤ Sk, a subelement (k, yk) is selected
from S and satisfies yk ≤ Tk, then (k, yk) will also be
selected from T .

CWS has the following property

Pr[CWS(S) = CWS(T )] = generalizedJ(S, T ).

In the following we briefly review how to deduce ICWS
to meet the two conditions of CWS, uniformity and consis-
tency. Firstly we note that the exponential distribution has
an important and interesting property about the distribu-
tion of the minimum of exponential random variables: Let
X1, . . . , Xn be independently exponentially distributed ran-
dom variables, with the parameters being λ1, . . . , λn, respec-
tively, then we have Pr(Xk = min{X1, . . . , Xn}) = λk

λ1+...+λn
.

Therefore, one can employ this property to implement the
uniformity for CWS – If each hash value ak′ of the k′-th
element is drawn from an exponential distribution parame-
terized with its corresponding weight, i.e., ak′ ∼ Exp(Sk′),
the minimum hash value ak will be sampled in proportion
to Sk,

Pr(ak = min{a1, . . . , an}) =
Sk∑
k′ Sk′

. (1)

In addition, note that k and yk are mutually independent,
which means that ak and yk are mutually independent as
well. Formally, the condition of uniformity in terms of (yk, ak)
can be expressed as

p(yk, ak) =
1

Sk
(Ske−Skak ) = p(yk)p(ak), (2)

where yk ∼ Uniform(0, Sk) and ak ∼ Exp(Sk).
In order to make yk uniformly distributed in [0, Sk], ICWS

employs the following equation

ln yk = lnSk − rkbk, (3)

where rk ∼ Gamma(2, 1) and bk ∼ Uniform(0, 1). Eq. (3)
is used to prove the uniformity in [13]. However, in its al-
gorithmic implementation of ICWS, the above equation is

replaced with the following equation

ln yk = rk

(⌊
lnSk
rk

+ βk

⌋
− βk

)
, (4)

where βk ∼ Uniform(0, 1). It is indicated in [13] that via
Eq. (4), ln yk is sampled from the same uniform distribution
in [lnSk − rk, lnSk] as that sampled through Eq. (3). The
floor function and the uniform random variable βk in Eq. (4)
ensures that a fixed yk is sampled in an interval of rk. Obvi-
ously, Eq. (4) gives rise to consistency because small changes
in Sk cannot affect the value of yk.

In order to sample k in proportion to its corresponding
weight Sk, in addition to an“active index”, yk, ICWS [13] in-
troduces a second “active index”, zk ∈ [Sk,+∞), and builds
the relationship among yk, zk and rk:

rk = ln zk − ln yk. (5)

Furthermore, by using the two “active indices”, ICWS im-
plicitly constructs an exponential distribution parameterized
with Sk, i.e., ak ∼ Exp(Sk):

ak =
ck
zk
, (6)

where ck ∼ Gamma(2, 1).
Essentially, ICWS proceeds the sampling process as fol-

lows: It first samples yk using Eq. (7), which is derived from
Eq. (4). Then the sampled yk, as an independent variable,
is fed into Eq. (8), which is derived from Eqs. (5) and (6),
and outputs a hash value conforming to the exponential dis-
tribution parameterized with the corresponding weight Sk.

yk = exp

(
rk

(⌊
lnSk
rk

+ βk

⌋
− βk

))
, (7)

ak =
ck

yk exp (rk)
. (8)

In ICWS [13], a Min-Hash code (yk, ak) for a weighted el-
ement Sk is calculated using the hash functions, Eqs. (7)
and (8), respectively. The hash functions seem already sim-
ple but mysterious. Why does Eq. (8) work? Can we further
improve the efficiency of ICWS?

3. PRACTICAL CWS
In this section we propose a more practical algorithm for

consistent weighted sampling. First, we revisit ICWS [13]
and transform its original form Eq. (8) for sampling ak into
an equivalent version. Based on this equivalent form, we
find some interesting properties which inspire us to make
the ICWS algorithm simpler and more efficient in both space
and time complexities. We also demonstrate that the pro-
posed PCWS algorithm still complies with the uniformity
and consistency of CWS [19].

3.1 ICWS Revisited
Recall that in ICWS [13] one need to sample two Gamma

variables, rk ∼ Gamma(2, 1) and ck ∼ Gamma(2, 1), in
Eqs. (7) and (8) to directly generate yk and ak. In fact,
the simplest programming implementation1 to generate a
random variable x from Gamma(2, 1) is to first sample two

1Some programming languages may provide built-in func-
tions to generate random variable from Gamma(α, β), which
however has a complexity no better than this method in the
case of α = 2, β = 1.
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uniform random variables, u1, u2 ∼ Uniform(0, 1) and then
conduct a transformation as x = − ln(u1u2). Thus if we rep-
resent the two independent Gamma variables rk and ck in
terms of uniform random variables, rk = − ln(uk1uk2) and
ck = − ln(vk1vk2), where uk1, uk2, vk1, vk2 ∼ Uniform(0, 1),
we can obtain an equivalent version of Eqs. (7) and (8):

yk = exp(− ln(uk1uk2)(tk − βk)), (9)

ak =
− ln(vk1vk2)

yk(uk1uk2)−1
, (10)

where

tk =

⌊
lnSk

− ln(uk1uk2)
+ βk

⌋
.

Now, the ICWS algorithm in [13] can be presented equiva-
lently in Algorithm 1 for producing D Min-Hash codes.

Algorithm 1 is the standard implementation of ICWS. If
we further slightly rearrange Eq. (10) as follows

ak =
− ln(vk1vk2)uk2

yku
−1
k1

, (11)

we can find two interesting properties: (1) the denominator,
yku
−1
k1 , is essentially an unbiased estimator of the weight Sk;

and (2) the numerator − ln(vk1vk2)uk2 is actually a standard
exponential distribution.

The first property can be easily verified based on the
uniformity yk = uk1Sk, where uk1 ∼ Uniform(0, 1), be-
cause the derivation of the ICWS algorithm [13] is based
on yk = uk1Sk. However, in its algorithm, ICWS [13] sam-
ples yk through Eq. (9) instead of yk = uk1Sk. Thus yku

−1
k1

is not exactly equivalent to Sk but its unbiased estimator:

E(yku
−1
k1 ) = E(Ŝk) = Sk. (12)

To see the second property, let mk = − ln(vk1vk2)uk2 =
ckuk2 then we have

pdfMk
(mk) =

∫ 1

0+

1

uk2
pdfUk2

(uk2)pdfCk

(
mk

uk2

)
duk2

=

∫ 1

0+

1

uk2
· 1 · mk

uk2
e
− mk

uk2 duk2 = e−mk

which implies that

mk = − ln(vk1vk2)uk2 ∼ Exp(1). (13)

Substituting Eqs. (12) and (13) into Eq. (11) we obtain
ak = mk

Ŝk
. Through the Jocobian transformation, we have

pdfAk
(ak) = pdfMk

(mk)| dmk
dak
| = Ŝke−Ŝkak , which further

implies ak ∼ Exp(Ŝk). Thus far, we have found that the
mystery of ICWS is to implicitly employ an exponential dis-
tribution parameterized with Ŝk to sample ak, that is

ak =
mk

Ŝk
∼ Exp(Ŝk). (14)

In this case, the probability of the k-th element being sam-
pled is equal to the probability of the k-th element being
assigned with the minimum exponential random variable
ak, where the probability is in proportion to its weight:

Pr(ak = min{a1, · · · , an}) = Ŝk∑
k′ Ŝk′

.

3.2 The PCWS Algorithm
By transforming the original ICWS algorithm into an equiv-

alent version in terms of five independent uniform random

Algorithm 1 The ICWS Algorithm (equivalent to [13])

Input: S = {S1, · · · , Sn}; number of samples D

Output: {(k(d)∗ , y
(d)

k
(d)
∗

)}Dd=1

1: for k = 1, . . . , n do

2: for d = 1, . . . , D do

3: u
(d)
k1 , u

(d)
k2 ∼ Uniform(0, 1)

4: β
(d)
k ∼ Uniform(0, 1)

5: v
(d)
k1 , v

(d)
k2 ∼ Uniform(0, 1)

6: end for

7: end for

8: for all k such that Sk > 0 do

9: for d = 1, . . . , D do

10: t
(d)
k =

⌊
lnSk

− ln(u
(d)
k1 u

(d)
k2 )

+ β
(d)
k

⌋
11: y

(d)
k = exp(− ln(u

(d)
k1 u

(d)
k2 )(t

(d)
k − β(d)

k ))

12: a
(d)
k =

− ln(v
(d)
k1 v

(d)
k2 )

y
(d)
k (u

(d)
k1 u

(d)
k2 )−1

13: end for

14: end for

15: for d = 1, . . . , D do

16: k(d)∗ = arg mink a
(d)
k

17: end for

18: return {(k(d)∗ , y
(d)

k
(d)
∗

)}Dd=1

variables, we have revealed the mystery of ICWS Eq. (14).
In addition to understanding the underlying mechanism of
ICWS, one may ask what else we have been inspired to im-
prove the ICWS algorithm. In the following, we will make
use of the uncovered property Eq. (13) to reduce both time
and space complexities of ICWS.

Recall in Eq. (11), the numerator employs three indepen-
dent uniform random variables to produce a sample in the
form of − ln(v1v2)u2, which is proved to be a standard ex-
ponential distribution, mk ∼ Exp(1) in Eq. (13). Obvi-
ously, it is costly in terms of both time and space to produce
− ln(v1v2)u2. Due to the fact that − lnxk ∼ Exp(1), xk ∼
Uniform(0, 1), we can adopt − lnxk insted of − ln(v1v2)u2

to achieve the same goal.

To this end, we can simply replace ak = − ln(vk1vk2)

yk(uk1uk2)
−1

(Line 12 in Algorithm 1) with ak = − ln xk
yku
−1
k1

and obtain the

proposed PCWS algorithm (see Algorithm 2). The only two
differences between ICWS and PCWS lie in

• ICWS has to generate one more uniform random vari-
able than PCWS for each element k (Line 5).

• ICWS has a relatively more complicated expression
than PCWS to calculate ak (Line 12).

Complexity: In programming implementation, ICWS
requires sampling five global uniform random variables for
each element k (i.e., uk1, uk2, βk, vk1, vk2); while PCWS only
requires sampling four (i.e., uk1, uk2, βk, xk). From Algo-
rithm 1 and Algorithm 2 it is easy to see that the space
complexity of PCWS is O(4nD) while the space complex-
ity of ICWS is O(5nD), where n denotes the size of the
universal set and D the number of samples (number of Min-
Hashes). Although the uniform random variables can be
sampled off-line, it is worth noting that these variables have
to be cached in the memory during the hashing process. In
text mining applications, the size of the universal set (num-
ber of features) can easily reach 107; if we adopt 103 samples,
an additional memory footprint of 1010 floats have to be al-
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Algorithm 2 The PCWS Algorithm

Input: S = {S1, · · · , Sn}; number of samples D

Output: {(k(d)∗ , y
(d)

k
(d)
∗

)}Dd=1

1: for k = 1, . . . , n do

2: for d = 1, . . . , D do

3: u
(d)
k1 , u

(d)
k2 ∼ Uniform(0, 1)

4: β
(d)
k ∼ Uniform(0, 1)

5: x
(d)
k ∼ Uniform(0, 1) // different from Algorithm 1

6: end for

7: end for

8: for all k such that Sk > 0 do

9: for d = 1, . . . , D do

10: t
(d)
k =

⌊
lnSk

− ln(u
(d)
k1 u

(d)
k2 )

+ β
(d)
k

⌋
11: y

(d)
k = exp(− ln(u

(d)
k1 u

(d)
k2 )(t

(d)
k − β(d)

k ))

12: a
(d)
k =

− ln x
(d)
k

y
(d)
k (u

(d)
k1 )−1

// different from Algorithm 1

13: end for

14: end for

15: for d = 1, . . . , D do

16: k(d)∗ = arg mink a
(d)
k

17: end for

18: return {(k(d)∗ , y
(d)

k
(d)
∗

)}Dd=1

located. Thus, using one less uniform random variable can
save substantial amount of memory cost on large-scale data
sets. The simpler expression of PCWS for calculating ak
also saves time complexity O(nD). On a large-scale data
set, the aggregated time saving due to one less uniform ran-
dom variable and simpler expression can be substantial (see
empirical test in Section 4). Compared to ICWS, PCWS
enjoys 20% lower memory footprint and saves 1/5 ∼ 1/3
empirical runtime.

3.3 Analysis
In this subsection, we will prove that our PCWS algorithm

generates (yk, ak) which indeed satisfy uniformity and con-
sistency of the CWS scheme [19] .

3.3.1 Uniformity
We drop the element index k for conciseness. Following

ICWS [13], the random variable ln y = r
(⌊

lnS
r

+ β
⌋
− β

)
,

where r = − ln(u1u2) ∼ Gamma(2, 1), β ∼ Uniform(0, 1),
shares the same distribution as ln y = lnS − rb, where
b ∼ Uniform(0, 1). In the both situations, ln y is uniformly
sampled from [lnS − r, lnS]. Since our PCWS algorithm
still employs two “active indices”, y and z, as ICWS does,
we have r = ln z − ln y for the sake of proof of uniformity.
The distribution pdf(y, z, a), defined for y ≤ S, z ≥ S and
a > 0, can be obtained by transforming the distributions of
the random variables as

pdf(y, z, a) = pdf(r, b, x)

∣∣∣∣det
∂(r, b, x)

∂(y, z, a)

∣∣∣∣ ,
where r = ln z − ln y, b = lnS−ln y

ln z−ln y
, and x = exp(−ayu−1

1 ).
Recall that r, b, x are mutually independent and have the
following probability density functions: pdf(r) = re−r and
pdf(b) = pdf(x) = 1. By computing the Jacobian determi-
nant, we obtain

pdf(y, z, a) =
1

z2
(yu−1

1 )e−(yu−1
1 )a.

Marginalizing out z in pdf(y, z, a) gives

pdf(y, a) =

∫ +∞

S

pdf(y, z, a)dz =
1

S
(yu−1

1 )e−(yu−1
1 )a.

Actually pdf(y, a) is still conditioned on u1. We can do an
expectation over the distribution of yu−1

1 and, according to
Eq. (12), obtain E(yu−1

1 ) = S. Therefore, we have

pdf(y, a) =
1

S
(Se−Sa) = pdf(y)pdf(a).

It is easy to see that y is uniformly distributed in [0, S] and
a complies with an exponential distribution parameterized
with S, that is, a ∼ Exp(S); meanwhile, y and a are inde-
pendent. For all the weights {S1, . . . , Sn} in weighted set S,
there exist a set of exponential distributions parameterized
with the corresponding weights. According to Eq. (1), ak∗
is the minimum hash value with a probability in proportion

to Sk∗ , Pr(ak∗ = mink ak) =
Sk∗∑
k Sk

. Therefore, (k∗, yk∗) is

uniformly sampled from
⋃
k({k} × [0, Sk]).

3.3.2 Consistency
Following ICWS [13], we will demonstrate that, for two

non-empty weighted sets S and T , if ∀k, Tk ≤ Sk, a subele-
ment (k∗, yk∗) is sampled from S and satisfies yk∗ ≤ Tk∗ ,
then (k∗, yk∗) will be sampled from T .

Considering an element k∗, t
S
k∗ =

⌊
lnSk∗

− ln(uk∗1uk∗2)
+ βk∗

⌋
,

and thus
lnSk∗

− ln(uk∗1uk∗2)
+βk∗−1 < tSk∗ ≤

lnSk∗
− ln(uk∗1uk∗2)

+βk∗ .

By hypothesis, ySk∗ = yk∗ ≤ Tk∗ ≤ Sk∗ , thus
lnTk∗

− ln(uk∗1uk∗2)
+

βk∗ − 1 < tSk∗ =
ln yk∗

− ln(uk∗1uk∗2)
+ βk∗ ≤

lnTk∗
− ln(uk∗1uk∗2)

+ βk∗ .

Obviously,

tSk∗ =

⌊
lnTk∗

− ln(uk∗1uk∗2)
+ βk∗

⌋
= tTk∗ ,

which indicates ySk∗ = yk∗ = yTk∗ . Thus ySk∗ and yTk∗ will be
sampled from the k∗-th elements of S and T , respectively.

On the other hand, we note that, for any k, ak is essen-
tially a monotonically non-increasing function of Sk:

ak =
− lnxk

u−1
k1 exp

(
rk

(⌊
lnSk
rk

+ βk

⌋
− βk

)) ,
where rk = − ln(uk1uk2). Therefore, ∀k, aTk ≥ aSk due to
Tk ≤ Sk, while aTk∗ = aSk∗ = mink a

S
k because of ySk∗ = yTk∗ .

As a result, aTk∗ ≤ aSk ≤ aTk and in turn arg mink a
T
k =

arg mink a
S
k = k∗, which demonstrates that (k∗, yk∗) is sam-

pled from S and T simultaneously. Thus consistency holds.
In summary, our PCWS algorithm satisfies the two prop-

erties, uniformity and consistency, of the CWS scheme. Thus,
PCWS not only has an equivalent (but more efficient) algo-
rithm to ICWS but also holds the same theoretical proper-
ties as ICWS.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we report the performance of our PCWS

algorithm and its competitors on five real-world text data
sets. In Subsection 4.2, we investigate the effectiveness and
efficiency of the compared methods for classification. In Sub-
section 4.3, we investigate the effectiveness and efficiency of
the compared methods for information retrieval.
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4.1 Experimental Preliminaries
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Figure 1: Classification results in accuracy (left col-
umn) and runtime (right column) of the compared
methods on Real-sim, Rcv1 and Kdd. The x-axis
denotes the length of fingerprints, D.

We compare our PCWS algorithm with six state-of-the-
arts: (1) Min-Hash: The standard Min-Hash scheme is
applied by simply treating weighted sets as binary sets; (2)
[Gollapudi et.al., 2006] [8]: It transforms weighted sets
into binary sets by thresholding real-value weights with ran-
dom samples and then applies the standard Min-Hash scheme
(another algorithm is introduced in the same paper which
is however extremely inefficient for real-value weights and
thus not reported). (3) [Chum et.al., 2008] [5]: It ap-
proximates the generalized Jaccard similarity with a bias
for real-value weighted sets despite that the derivation is
based on integer weighted sets; (4) ICWS [13]: It is intro-
duced in Section 3.1, which is currently the state-of-the-art
for weighted Min-Hash in terms of both effectiveness and
efficiency; (5) [Li, 2015] [15]: It approximates ICWS by
simply discarding one of the two components, that is yk in
Eq. (7), of ICWS; (6) [Haeupler et.al., 2014] [10]: It ap-
proximates the generalized Jaccard similarity by rounding
the real-value weights with probability and then quantizing
the integer weights.

All the compared algorithms are implemented in Matlab.
For [Haeupler et.al., 2014], each weight is scaled up by a
factor of 100. We first apply all the algorithms to generate
the fingerprints of the data. Suppose that each algorithm
generates xS and xT , which are the fingerprints with the
length of D for the two real-value weighted sets, S and T ,
respectively, the similarity between S and T is SimS,T =∑D
d=1

1(xS,d=xT,d)

D
, where 1(state) = 1 if state is true, and
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Figure 2: Retrieval runtime of the compared meth-
ods on Webspam and Url. The x-axis denotes the
length of fingerprints, D.

1(state) = 0 otherwise. The above equation calculates the
ratio of the same Min-Hash values (i.e., collision) between xS
and xT , which is used to approximate the probability that
S and T generate the same Min-Hash value. We set D, the
parameter of the number of hash functions (or random sam-
ples), such that D ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024}.
All the random variables are globally generated at random.
That is, in one sampling process, the same elements in dif-
ferent sets use the same set of random variables. All the
experiments are conducted on a node of a Linux Cluster
with 8× 3.1 GHz Intel Xeon CPU (64 bit) and 1TB RAM.

4.2 Results on Classification
We investigate classification performance of the compared

methods using LIBSVM [2] with 10-fold cross-validation on
three binary classification benchmarks2:

1. Real-sim: The data set is a collection of UseNet arti-
cles from four discussion groups about simulated auto
racing, simulated aviation, real autos and real avia-
tion, respectively. The formatted document data set,
with 72,309 samples and 20,958 features, has been ar-
ranged into two classes: real and simulated. Since
the real class and the simulated class of the original
data are unbalanced, data preprocessing is performed
by randomly selecting 10,000 real samples and 10,000
simulated samples as positive and negative instances,
respectively.

2. Rcv1: The data set is a large collection of newswire
stories drawn from online databases. The formatted
data set has 20,242 training samples with 47,236 fea-
tures. The data set has been categorized into two
classes: positive instances contain CCAT and ECAT
while negative ones contain GCAT and MACT on the
website. Similarly, we randomly select 10,000 positive
instances and 10,000 negative ones to compose a bal-
anced data set.

3. Kdd: This is a large educational data set from the
KDD Cup 2010 competition. The formatted data set

2Real-sim, Rcv1, Kdd and Webspam can be downloaded at
https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/
binary.html
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Figure 3: Retrieval results in Precision@K (odd columns) and MAP@K (even columns) of the compared
methods on Webspam. The x-axis denotes the length of fingerprints, D.

has 8,407,752 training samples with 20,216,830 fea-
tures. We also randomly select 10,000 positive in-
stances and 10,000 negative ones to form a balanced
data set for classification.

We repeat each experiment 5 times and compute the mean
and the standard derivation of results.

Discussions on Real-sim: The subplots in the first row
in Figure 1 show the comparison results on Real-sim. One
can see that our PCWS algorithm achieves almost the same
accuracy as ICWS, [Li, 2015] and [Chum et.al., 2008]. The
comparison between PCWS and ICWS demonstrates that
our PCWS algorithm indeed satisfies the CWS scheme. The
reason that [Chum et.al., 2008] also performs similarly with
[Li, 2015] may be the one discussed in [15], that is, one com-
ponent of ICWS, yk, is trivial to approximate the generalized
Jaccard similarity for most data sets. In terms of runtime,
our PCWS algorithm performs similarly with ICWS and
[Li, 2015] when D ranges from 2 to 128, and subsequently,
the gap between PCWS and ICWS clearly widens. Particu-
larly, PCWS takes around 3/4 of ICWS runtime and nearly
3/5 of [Li, 2015] runtime, when D = 1024.

Discussions on Rcv1: The subplots in the second row of
Figure 1 show the comparison results on Rcv1. Our PCWS
algorithm preserves almost the same accuracy as ICWS. Fur-
thermore, the two CWS algorithms clearly perform better
than the standard Min-Hash scheme and other algorithms
which biasedly estimate the generalized Jaccard Similarity.
In terms of runtime, our PCWS algorithm maintains the
same level as ICWS and [Li, 2015] with D varying from 2 to
64. Our PCWS algorithm is remarkably superior to ICWS
and [Li, 2015] when D varies from 128 to 1024. Again, the

runtime of PCWS is reduced by a factor of 1/3 compared to
ICWS and [Li, 2015] when D = 1024.

Discussions on Kdd: In order to evaluate the classifi-
cation ability on data with a large number of features (i.e.,
size of the universal set), we test the compared methods on
the Kdd data set. The comparison results are reported in
the subplots in the third row of Figure 1 (in this experiment,
each algorithm is given a cutoff time of 100 seconds). Our
PCWS algorithm still preserves the same accuracy as ICWS.
In terms of runtime, PCWS runs much more efficiently than
ICWS and [Li, 2015] this time on the data set with a large
number of features. The performance gain of our PCWS
algorithm in terms of runtime starts in the very beginning;
as the length of fingerprint D increases, the gap becomes
more significant: 1/3 faster than ICWS and [Li, 2015] when
D approaches to 1024.

4.3 Results on Top-K Retrieval
In this experiment, we carry out top-K retrieval, for K =
{1, 20, 50, 100, 500, 1000}. We adopt Precision@K and Mean
Average Precision (MAP)@K to measure the performance in
terms of accuracy because precision is relatively more impor-
tant than recall in large-scale retrieval; furthermore, MAP
contains information of relative orders of the retrieved sam-
ples, which can reflect the retrieval quality more accurately.
To this end, we select two large-scale public data sets:

1. Webspam: It is a web text data set provided by a
large-scale learning challenge. The data set has 350,000
instances and 16,609,143 features. We randomly select
1,000 samples from the original data set as query ex-
amples and the rest as the database.
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Figure 4: Retrieval results in Precision@K (odd columns) and MAP@K (even columns) of the compared
methods on Url. The x-axis denotes the length of fingerprints, D.

2. Url [18]: The data set contains 2,396,130 URLs and
3,231,961 features. We randomly select 1,000 samples
from the original data set as query examples and the
rest as the database.

Discussions on Webspam: Figure 3 reports the com-
parison results on the Webspam data set which has more
than 16 million features. We observe that our PCWS al-
gorithm generally outperforms all the competitors under all
configurations. Again, as the length of fingerprints D in-
creases, the performance gain of PCWS compared to the
other algorithms becomes clearer. PCWS outperforms ICWS
and [Li, 2015] by about 5% when D = 1024; this improve-
ment over its counterparts might be due to the positive effect
of using one less random variable. PCWS performs much
better than Min-Hash and [Gollapudi et.al., 2006] and it is
superior to the two algorithms by around 25% and 40%,
respectively, when D = 1024. PCWS also shows better per-
formance than [Chum et.al., 2008] and [Haeupler et.al., 2014]
in most cases. In the left subplot of Figure 2 for compari-
son of runtime, PCWS clearly runs faster than ICWS and
[Li, 2015] as the length of fingerprints D increases. For ex-
ample, PCWS performs approximately 30% faster than the
two algorithms when D = 1024.

Discussions on Url: Figure 4 reports the comparison
results on the Url data set which has more than 2 million in-
stances and over 3 million features (in this experiment, each
algorithm is given a cutoff time of 40,000 seconds). Gen-
erally, our PCWS algorithm performs similarly with other
algorithms, and even does better than ICWS with D ranging
from 2 to 8. In the right subplot of Figure 2 for comparison
of runtime, PCWS clearly outperforms ICWS and [Li, 2015];

in particular, PCWS runs nearly 30% faster than ICWS and
around 1.25 times as fast as [Li, 2015] when D = 1024.

4.4 Discussion on Space Efficiency
Finally, we analyze the advantage of our PCWS algorithm

on space efficiency. Recall that our PCWS algorithm is able
to save O(nD) of memory footprint (see Section 3.2), where
n is the number of features and D is the length of finger-
prints, because PCWS generates one less uniform random
variable than ICWS does. This advantage in space com-
plexity may not be remarkable when the size of the univer-
sal set n is small; however, when n is large in most cases of
real-world data sets, the saved memory footprint can be sub-
stantial. For example, Kdd, Webspam, and Url have 20.2
million, 16.6 million and 3.2 million features, respectively,
and our PCWS algorithm can enjoy 150 GB, 130 GB and
24 GB lower memory footprints in the case of D = 1024,
compared to ICWS without accuracy degradation. If the
number of features becomes even larger or more samples of
Min-Hashes are used, the advantage of PCWS on space ef-
ficiency will be more remarkable. Obviously, our PCWS al-
gorithm significantly improves ICWS in terms of both time
and space efficiency, which indicates that PCWS is more
practical.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose Practical Consistent Weighted

Sampling (PCWS) to further improve the efficiency of Im-
proved CWS [13], which is considered as the state-of-the-art
method for real-value weighted Min-Hash. The proposed
PCWS algorithm is mathematically equivalent to ICWS and
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preserves the same theoretical properties as ICWS, but with
reduced theoretical complexity in both time and space. We
conduct extensive empirical tests of our PCWS algorithm
and a number of state-of-the-art methods on five real-world
text data sets for classification and information retrieval.
The experimental results show that PCWS is able to achieve
the same (even better) performance than ICWS with 1/5 ∼
1/3 reduced empirical runtime and 20% reduced memory
footprint. In the cases of large number of features, PCWS
can save hundreds of GB of memory footprint, which makes
it more practical in dealing with real-world data sets in the
era of big data.

Existing similarity-preserving hashing techniques can only
deal with nested binary sets [14] and tree-structured categor-
ical data [4]. It will be interesting to extend CWS schemes
to hash nested weighted sets, which not only encode the
importance of feature but also preserve the multi-level ex-
changeability [4] of feature, in our future work.
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